
WHEN:NOVEMBER 4, 2018 9AM-12PM 
WHERE: SALON SORA 
1675 N MILITARY TRAIL #700 BOCA RATON, FL 33486 
COST:$50 

WHEN: NOVEMBER 4, 2018 1PM-4PM 
WHERE: SALON SORA 
1675 N MILITARY TRAIL #700 BOCA RATON, FL 33486 
COST:$50 

SPECIAL OFFER: Attend Both for $75 

BALAYAGE BASICS AND 
BEYOND LOOK AND LEARN 

Balayage is more mainstream than ever and is a 
great way to do beautiful hair color with a 
personalized look. Great hand-painted color 
appears as if it just magically happened, yet 
purposeful application and placement have 
everything to do with this wearable style. Learn 
how to properly section and apply using 
techniques and tools to create the most radiant 
color for  your clients. In this course, we begin 
with the basics and work towards mastering this 
technique. Open to all skill levels. 

TRUE DESIGN LOOK & LEARN 

The design world is so versatile ... long, medium and short as 
well as shattered, solid, and creative. Whether your clients 
are requesting a pixie, a bob, or an avant-garde haircut True 
Design will inspire the creative spirit in you. 

TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT CALL 727-865-4145
1/2 DAY SKU 155328

FULL DAY SKU 155329  

About the educator: 
As a National Keune Educator and owner of the first Keune-exclusive salon in Mississippi, Leah 
Vincent is dedicated to providing seasoned expertise in our industry. With nearly two decades 
behind the chair and Educating, Leah opened her first salon in 2002 and has continued training 
across the nation ever since, adding professional certifications and experiences to her ever-
expanding arsenal of credentials. Leah works together with Keune as true partners and their 
expertise is based on close collaboration.  Together they understand the needs of the stylists, 
and can help them accomplish beautiful things. Hair is an extension of who we are as people. 
And with great styling, hair can truly accentuate a unique personality. They are on a mission to 
educate and create beautiful hair every day. 




